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PwC Services:

Review of finance processes

Systems selection

Benefits of using PwC:

Provided a system selection template

successfully reapplied in other areas

and added value to the solution

specification process

Applied consistency and rigor to

supplier evaluation and encouraged

participation of all relevant

stakeholders to ensure buy-in to final

decision

Our approach facilitated effective

knowledge transfer for their staff to

execute future system selection

projects

"Working with PwC has delivered a

high degree of confidence that we

have selected the right consolidation

and reporting solution for our

business.”

Global financial services group
Confidence in system selection

Business background

Our client is an international savings

and wealth management company

based in the UK. The group is listed

in London and in various financial

centres internationally and the

client’s portfolio of businesses offers

asset management, life assurance,

banking and general insurance

services in over 40 countries

worldwide.

Strategic vision – a catalyst
for change

When our client appointed a new

CFO, his vision for the future of the

finance function brought together

new and on-going continuous

improvement initiatives. Having

been involved in the review of

specific processes such as the close

cycle, we were appointed to support

the system selection process for the

group’s consolidation and reporting

tool which was failing to deliver the

flexibility and efficiency required by

the business.

The finance team had identified,

prior to the PwC’s selection, that only

by considerable customisation of

existing Consolidation solution could

they achieve their goals. This made

maintenance and upgrading difficult,

which in a fast moving business led

to frustration and compromise. The

finance team had begun work on a

key requirements document as well

as a simplification of the chart of

account. This was to form the

backbone of the system selection

project.

“We had identified the major issues

with our current consolidation

system and started to involve the

users in specifying our ideal solution.

PwC worke

concept.”

The specification process reviewed

all aspects of consolidation around

Group Reporting, compliance and

Fast Close but also its role within

planning, analysis and budgeting.

“Any consultancy can have a process

for a system

consultants worked with us to

facilitate and drive the process that

impressed us about PwC.”
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The finance team had identified,

prior to the PwC’s selection, that only

by considerable customisation of the

existing Consolidation solution could

they achieve their goals. This made

maintenance and upgrading difficult,

which in a fast moving business led

to frustration and compromise. The

finance team had begun work on a

key requirements document as well

a simplification of the chart of

account. This was to form the

backbone of the system selection

“We had identified the major issues

with our current consolidation

system and started to involve the

users in specifying our ideal solution.

PwC worked with us in a proof of

concept.”

The specification process reviewed

all aspects of consolidation around

Group Reporting, compliance and

Fast Close but also its role within

planning, analysis and budgeting.

“Any consultancy can have a process

for a system selection. It is how the

consultants worked with us to

facilitate and drive the process that

impressed us about PwC.”
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Managing the process
of selection

Once the detailed specification for a

replacement solution was complete,

we supported our client in the

invitation to tender process. The

selection criterion was clearly

defined and we carefully briefed

potential suppliers. The client was

confident in our independence and

impressed by their efforts to

understand the input of all relevant

stakeholders to achieve a consensus

decision.

“The PwC team had definitely done

its homework in preparation for the

system selection project and added

significant value through their

awareness of the market and their

knowledge our organisation.”

Having reduced the short list to two

possible options, we led the proof of

concept phase where the vendors

were invited to answer pre-defined

business questions using their

solutions.

“It was very important to us that both

vendors had an equal chance at this

stage of the process. PwC invested

significant time talking to the

vendors to make sure that everyone

had the best chance of success.”

The final decision to select Oracle

Hyperion Financial Management

(HFM), brought the first phase of the

project to a close. Our client has now

appointed us as their implementation

partner in a 12-14 month project and

has signed a Strategic Partnership

agreement that will enable other

finance professionals throughout the

client’s group to deploy our range of

accounting, information technology,

business and process expertise.

“By executing the system selection in

the right way and involving all

relevant stakeholders, we have

established a foundation for our

ongoing programme of continuous

performance improvement. This

Strategic Partnership will enable

both the client’s organisation and our

own to benefit from an attractive

engagement model as we work

together in future business

performance management projects,"

Alwin Swales, Director,

PwC Consulting
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